
Earnings
Boost Multiplier
Boost multipliers are available for specific times and locations in-app. With

Boost, your base earnings will be multiplied for all trips within a specified

Boost zone during specified hours.

When an earnings Boost is active, you will see a live map on the home page

of your Uber Driver app, divided into 12 sections. These 12 sections are the

Boost zones.

Each week, Boost will be adjusted based on the:

Availability of delivery partners; and

Expected number of trip requests during each time of day.

Boost is a great guide for you to decide when and where to come online to

do trips! Getting higher trip requests is as simple as following the higher

Boost multiple, both in terms of location and timing!

How Boost multipliers work
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Uber Eats Singapore is split into 12 boost zones:

Pasir Ris • East • Geylang

Punggol • North • Woodlands

Bukit Batok • Jurong • West

Novena • Downtown • Bukit Merah

We understand that demand around Singapore varies greatly

between areas, even in such a small city.

To help you get a better idea of where to get trip requests, we

have created a heatmap (left) depicting the zones where most

trips usually start. Darker colours indicate that more trips start

in those zones.
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FAQs



How is a Boosted trip fare calculated?

Do I need to pre-register or book a slot to qualify for Boost?

When are Boost multipliers applied?

I should come online later in the Boost timeblock since I might receive a

backlog order.

Does Boost affect other ongoing promotions?

Why are there different Boost multipliers for different partners?

How do tolls and fees affect Boost?

Why didn't I get a Boost?

I have a trip that should have qualified for Boost but didn't receive it.

Start making money with Uber

SIGN UP NOW

https://www.uber.com/signup/drive/singapore/?territory_id=44
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